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]he Cagayan Integrated Area Development Project is a _alti-
c_.,_ent, effort to improve in a systematic manner _a th_ welfare of
_%oDseholds in the mjo_ portion of Cagayan Valley. This paper
reports on the initial results of ESIA/WID's effort to measure the
in_act of the project.
The project is primarily a rural development project introduce4
in a predominantly rural area 'l_emain e.lie_'t_of the project will,
therefore, be on the production, productivity'and income s.swell as
the ESIA/WID concemls that are most closely ].illkc_lto preducti_e
aczi_ities. This paper attempts to model the agricultural household
in the area in order to trace the project :ir_pactfrom %he input
(pr_)ject)point to the ultimate ¢.h_akgein household welfare. Project
i_IpuZsmay, of course, directly affect the ether I:_SIA/WIDconcerns
directly without having to go tJlroughthe _%venueof economic activities.
Assistmlt Professor, School of Ecbn_nics, Unive_'sityof the
Philippines. Assisted by Elizabeth Jacinto, Associate Computer
Progran_nerand Mary Carmen Madrid, Research Assistm_t, ESIA/WID
Research Project Micro Om_ponent. Mr. Remberto Lewes acted as
Agency Coordir_atorfor the resealch project. The author is grateful
to the staff of the Cagayan Integrated Ares Development Project for
valuable assistance at nu_erous points of the study.
F_r example, _he opening of rural roads may dramatically enhance
access to doctors and hes_th _liI_-_ £_r some barangays. These
direct impacts are tested in the study.
T_e conce_p_/alizationof CIA/_I:'"__ Tipactis spelled out in a
f_ diagrams, in Figure I, the broad overview of the intervention
through CIADP is shown. The project is viewed pr_Jnarilyas having
effects on the activities and choice_;of nlral households. The major
groups of interventions are shown as dottel lines from the project
sphere to selected household activities.
The primary effect of the ]:mojectis envisioned to be its
influence on farm activities. (line nilm_r i in Figure i). The
introduction of irrigation and agricultural extension increases
possibilities for farm production -- affecting househeld income
directly through net farm income and.indirectly by adj6sting the
farm/formal _mployment choice. By increasing labor productivities
in the farm, the project is expected to increase inc_:_esof farm
households in the affected area and of tim iother households by an
upward pressure in wages in the off-farm labor market.1-/ The direct
l--/L_%lessa significant amount,of unemployed labor exists in
which case, the increase in income will c.c_lein the form of incre_.sed
e_ployment. Or, unless fertility responds to increased :Lncomesin
•the Malthusean's manner.
3effect on farm activity will come in the fo_n of increased use of
inputs (including multiple cropping of !and.)and in more efficient
use of the factors of production..
The second major effect of the projedt will be on non-farm
activities in the area, These activities n_y be due to increased
access to energy (electrification.con_zonent)_d. markets (rural'roads
component) leading to higher emplo)Taen-tand market wages, The
impetus may also ccm_efrom increasing demand from fa_t activities on
;ran-farmproduction. In the diagram, this is shown as a direct effect
of the project on household incomes, (line nlmlber2). This kind of
effect is also shawn as working through the projects influence on
market prices a_d wages. (line number 3).
Another major avenue of the project's effects is t}mough the
household consumption and saving choicesIon the other final ESIA/WID
areas of concern: like heaitl_and nutrition_ fertility) education and
political participation. By providing the infrastructl_re,the project
either directly -- through electrificatibn and.roads .....or indirectly
as by-products of rileirrigation and extension components -- may
influence household practices in the areas of concern, (lines 4 and
5). These effects would be over toldabove those transmitted through
the expected increase in household incomes,
The avenues of impact are shown with more detail in Figures 2,
5 and 4. Irrigation mid Agricultural extension (Figure 2), for example,
are visualized to transmit their effects mainly thr_igh the changes
that will ensue in farm producti6n and prodt_tivity. Increased
input use and marginal productivity are expected to increase
production volumes, thereby increasing farm incomes° l]lisincresse
_nd the changes in off-farm employment affect household income Which
in turn affect the other areas of concern. Increased production
volume may also increase energy use a_d introduce changes in the
enviro_ent.
Roads , expand the :market. As a result, farmers are able to
sell their goods for higher net prices (either higher nmrket prices
or lower transportation costs). This stimulates farm m_l non-farm
production both of which ultimaZely affect household income. Household
income in turn _influencesthe other areas of concern (Figure 3),
increased production also leads to increas_i energy use ar_ the
consequent effect on the environment.
\
Aside frcm working through household income , roads directly
affect other areas of concen_. For exsmple_ this project component
increases access to sc_loo!s_the different Clinics and to assembly
halls -- aside fr_n altering the leisure time activities of house-
holds. This all points to roads having a dir_t impact on different
areas of concern.
Electrification is another component that ]ms substantial
impact not going through farm activities and household income.
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8Like roads, electrification directly affects the infrastructure
that supports, for exm_ple, schools, public services like water
sources and toilet systems and leisure activity. Thi9 expands
the areas of choice for households aside from altering the relative
prices of these activities. Schools, for example, can be open
at night and schooling can be _cmbined with fam_ work during _e
day. Electrification, then, will have an effect on several areas
of concern, over and above its effect on household incc_es.
The conceptualization described provides the framework for
the estimation of the project's impact. The analytica/ derivation of
tentative results are discussed in subsequent pages.
::g '
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l_op_la . litical
FI(;URE _;
AREAS OF Cg_ICEP.N
i0
If. I_ACT ON i_C (X_
"A. _ _tivitie$
mjor impactof CIAI_ is expectc4 to be c_sed throu&h
c_es inp,xx_cti_practicesa_iquantity,on"productivityand,
t1_e, on farm income. These char_esw_ll be ultimately trans_
mltt_ to other ecom_c activitiesth_ the householdlabor
silly and cor_tio_ choices. Through a chain of there eEfects,
evem _mm-£arm incomesin ti_earua w.ii be affected.
ADalysis of i_pact throu_ the pr,,xhmt_Onfunction is ur_er-
take_.2-/ I_.s_tsare availablefor the productionf_mctionplsse.
A variant of the Cobb-Douglasfumction is usc_ to repr¢_e.n_._produc-
ti_ teC_lOgy i_ the project area. The J.nit.ialprojf__t.,mpactis "
cap.red by intro4ucing the appropriated_,my variablesfor th_
l_Wect.
q = e%+j _x,
i x
_re
ec'° j = technicalefficiencyparameter
Xj " input
where
•- • _ _ • -_ t • v r_ •
2-/Theinte_a£ion of labor supply ar_ consumptiondecisions
with the pro&_ction decisions will require further refinemento£ the
data.
ii
j = L for fan4
= K for capito.!services
= N for labor
= M for other inputs
Dj = i if jthproject is present
= 0 otherwise
where
j -- 1 for irrigation
= 2 for technical extension
-- S for electrification
= 4 ro_s_-I
.th
The impact of the j-- project component may be felt in two ways:
(a) directly on the overall productivity of farm operations, or 65)
it may be mediated through any of the production inputs, Xi. A
change in overall mc_mical efficiency is measured by the signifimmlce
of the coefficient 8jo' The significance of the other dumy variable
coefficients, 8ji 's, would imply that the project affects the marginal
productivity of each input.
Present data limitations inhibit the direct estimation of the
project's effects on labor supply and employment energy use and
S-/Theroads component is represented by a categorical variable
'_£imepob"which denotes the length of time a household needs to get
_ .
to the poblacion, i.e., _--_(T1mepob) < O.
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incc_ae. 4/ Tentative assumptions are maintained in order to trace the
first-round effects of the project components (m these _riables.
Specifically, we tentatively as_q_nethat input and outTiatprices are
constant over the •areaunder study and that the rural household tries
to maximize net farm inc_ne. Casual knowledge of the study area
tells us that the first assumption is not such a bad one, at least as
a first approximation. The second assumption has come under increased
criticism in recent years. It is being held here because this paper
is interested, for now, in the rough indications of impact. Refinements
will be introduced gradually. These set of assumptions ermbl.eus to
measure the first-round effects of the project_
•The scheme of the _mualysismay therefore be sketched .,_,,_¢i,,................;
We start out with the maintained profit flmction.
pQ-
i 1:1.
where p = price of the commodity
xi = ith inp-t
wi = price of input i
This fonmlation enables us to represent the optimal farm demand
for each input, _
• = = ....
4-/Measuresof barangay-specific prices .and wages are,still
ur_sable.
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The Project's effect on the farm's demand for each input can then be
estimated. _ong the inputs wuuid be labor and energy. This effect
of the tc_h component, for example, would be:
v
(4) _Te = _ [qB1k + (_i + _ BjiDj)_D e]
The first term wit1_n the brackets is the first,-rot_ effect of the
project component which is its impact on the marg_l productivity of
the input. The second term is the second-rourzleffect of the component
on in_t demand due to its impact on overall production,
Based on the foregoing discission, the follo_ng effects on
ESIA/WiD areas of concern are expected if the project does increase
technical efficiency and productivity.
(I) Increase in productivity -- especially labor productivity
(2) Increase in production and net faz_ income ,- an increase
in production is expected fr_a the coverage Qf irrigation
and extension services. This will occur if the cost of
new inputs due to chm_ges in volume and farm technology
does not exceed the expected incremental revenue from
increased .production. If this ha_uens, in.e,_,'_,_ -,._.:z',
increase e_c_pt for miscalculations by the farm household .
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(3) Increase in energy use -- as long as relative input prices
are constant and if the farm uses energy in the first place.
(4) Increase in employment: An increase in employment in the
area i.sexpected, This will be induced by the increased
de_and for labor in the farms. If the marginal revenue
p_oduct of each farm household's member 9ises above the
,_ge rate in the off-farm sector, members presently working
outside will move to farm work, opening pl_es for other
members of society. If the marginal revenue product at the
farm does not rise hi_ enough, the farm household will hire
laborers at wages less than what some household members earn
off-farm. In both cases employment will increase.5--/
/_ effect of CIADP on income distribution is presently difficult
to a_sess. On a geographic basis, there is no question that the project
will change the previous balance of economic resources. And although,
the _lectrification component is supposed to be area wide, the least
ac_ssible places may still be deprived of its benefits. It is difficult
to ctnceive that the effects of these components will be"so distributed
as tP keep the previous distribution of income re_ain the same.
Besides the geographically based concept of distribution, a related
_. perhaps more _eaningful for impact analysis is to take the view that
5-/Thisassumes that the income effect on leisure is not large
enough to swamp the Lncentive effect of higher wages. More is said on
this in the followin_ section.
I5
the valley is a society over which,an incc_e distribution can be
mesn_gfuily.. definecl. The _._,e_"a_.,e_.n3_,':_._...,... ef _/lebei-_.efi¢iariesof
th_._.roject can be pinpoin_ted. Cha_Igesh_ the dist_ihlti_ can
the% be observed after the estimated project -.-'.::_Imctsare incorporate_
into _ie h_msehold irlco_es. Thi..q_=_d_/re r_es th_,tene "
iDzo_rate _ the analysis not c.nlythe response of _mla
members to hi_%er labor productivity in the farms but also _heir
response to _ected higher monetary incomes due to the project.
The ramificati_s of this side-effect is explored in the followin_
%
section on work _fort.
Consumption and W_ £f£ort
Earlier, the _serva.tim that CIADP is expected to increase the
incomes of farm households in t_ areas co_,er_ was made. The full
story is more complex _mn what ha% already be_n recounted,. Increas-
ing labor productivity m the farm has two implio_tion_ for household
m_bers: first, it means that the incremental inc.c_e£rom working in
_J_efarm.is now higher; s_ond, it also means that the"ho_sehold as a
'%
whole will.now enjoy higher income. This higher income may expect_
to increase household dem_ for commodities -- one of which is _isure..
For each household member, t%erefore, there will be at least two
alternatives to working i_ t_e farm: working in the formal labor marke%
and spending time in leisure _ctivitics.
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The final effect on the work effort of 'targethousehol,dswill
be the result of the interplay of factors affecting h_usehold work-
leisure choice. In the case of-leisure, the project will have two
conflicting effects. The price,of leisure will go up w:l_h inc_e_ed
labor productivity at the sau_etime that the increase _hl _e will
make leisure more attractive. The net result on leisure (and_ there-
fore, work effort) will depen_ on the balance between the incentive
effects of higher productivi_/and wages and the income effect on
leisure. The lima1 effect on work effort, consumption-aralfarm
production can be estimated with the aid of a model that integrates
the farm production and household consumption decisions.6/ His has
not been attEm.p,ted here. Instead, what we have is the effect on farm
demand for labor by the various CIAD? components.
Empirical Results for Economic Activities
In order to measure the project% effect on farm activities, a
production function was estimated for corn and rice which were the
two major crops planted in the area. Out of the households in the
sample whose head had worked in an agricultural land in the year
previous to the survey, 97 percent had rice and corn as their main
crops. (Table I).
6-/Pleaserefer to Paderanga, '_fowardsa Model of the Agri-
cultural Sector in Cagayan Valley," ESIA/WID Project. Hay 7, 1981.
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Table1
DISTRIBUTION'OFCroPS
FrequenCy. !
l_c:e 464 5?
C,_.-_ 210 50
Tobacco, PeanuL_aridothers 17 3
T o t a I 691 I00%
Whilethe projects_artedin April1977,only a fewof the
project r._m_xme_tswere in place at the time the survey was carried .
out in 1980. This meant _a¢ acuaal projecte£fect_ _id not
z_ali_ticalI7be.measured, However, the £nterverttio_tsi1_tro_ by
the dlf-gerent project componentsare already present in the area is
some form or another. What ClADP does, is to add to these -- like
the increasein irrigatedareast/_roughits irrigation.7/Another
CIAEPllmmrationwouldprobablybe to make thepresenceof these
in_erven_onsmore systematicsincethepl_i._ is now doneon an
areawide basis.
We meast_redthecross-sectionef£ectso£ those£eaturesthat
are identicalwith thoseof the project'scomponents,._se are then
7-/Tothe extentth:_tmore £ertileareashave been irrigated
_irst,the estimatedcoe£1"icienzswouldbe biasedu-_mrds. However,
casual observation does not suppc_rtan a prior_ assumption of this
type.
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Table 2
CROSST_TI(I_: IRRIGATION*AND
AGRICUL'IltRALEX'r_SI_I
Agricultural Irrigation
Extension With Without Total
With 2 30 32
Without 13 186 199
Total 15 216 231
Irrigation= with diesel/electricalpumps.
ascribedto the project in the areas where the c_xments will be
installed. The Cobb-Douglasfoi,,_lationwas used and the following
assumptionwas made:
i
The use of this restrictionenabledestimateswhere the dependent
variablewas output per hectare, (Q/L). Estimatesincorporating
this restrictionwere invariablybetter than unrestrictedregression
results. Using the transformationand takingnatural logarit_,
we arrive at the followingestimatingform:
where
f = L for Land
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-- K for capital services
= N for labor
= M for other inputs
and,
aL = i - _ _i
iL
Effects on Production, Income and Input Demand
The effects on production per hectare are obtained i_ the form
of elasticities_8/with respect to each component.
(6) _inq =.
_jo + _BjilnXiaDj
The direct effect, given by the first term 8jo, is th_
increase in overall technical efficiency brought about by the i_ro-
duction of each project component. The second term gives the net
effect of the project component manifested through the change in
marginal productivity of the inputs.
The estimates of the project's effects on production per hectare
is extended in order to estimate th_ impact on production _olume_
in_.omeand input demand. We rewrite equation (5) to get th_ '_narginal
prOauctivity" of the presence of each component.
= _Q/Q and therefore
'
8--/These should be interpreted as percant changes _ product_n
given the presence of a project component.
2O
(7) _Q
Assigningthat product prices remain constant, we deduce %he impac_
off income:
(8) _Dj@" - _QT_ " pQ [_i-'. _ Bjilnxi ]
Given the estimates r_r e_ation (6) above, we can deduce the
(_'_:s _t on input usage utilizing equation (4) earlier.
The framework t'orthe empirical study sketched above is
utilized for the measurement of the impact on farms. Only rice and
corn farms were Lncluded because there were very few observations
for the other'Voducts. Production functions were estimated for both
products. The following variables were used.
DF_IDHNT VAR/A_LbS:
Q : to_al quantity harvested
Q/L = quantity harvested per hectare
IND_iD_T VARIABLES:
L -- farm size in hectares
N : house_,oldlabor in man-seasons
N* = cost of hired labor in pesos
F = cost _f fertilizers, herbicides and fungicides
F = cost of equil_ent rentals and expenses on energyusing
t_arm impl_ents
S = cost of purchased seed (different from seed sewed from
pre%'iousharvest)
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= t: . , , ._9/DI t i f farm is _rrxgat_x_-
l
DT = (l. if m; a,griculturai extension worker visits the
barangay ' "
_0 otherwise
T = travel tJaneto poblacion
1he distinction between hired and household lanai"is made
because ¢}tepresence of recall errors in hours of hired labor and
the translating rural-seasonsinto man-hours or pesos could not be
overc_ne. As a result, these two tyq_esof labor had to be treated
as di.sti_ictinputs:
As mentioned earlier, the per hectare estJ_ates incol])oratir_
....t
the coeffi.cientrestrictions on nmrgina.l..productivitiesperfmln¢_
invariably better thin,the gross production version. The eztj_imted
coefficients _'.reshown in fable 3 ar_lthe implied production flmction
is shown below.
= Li *_ 3_7D-. T--0.24ca 777(qo_ m e6.695 .016 (S)0.096 (N.,)-0.].12 Et, . ._ ,, ._.-0.
_}._.ere L -.-.- area _)fJ.azm.....Jlth._:,:tar_.:,
S '- cost of seed boughtI-0/
9JFor rice, an irrigated farm is one that uses fuel or electric-
ity driven pumps, For corn, irrigated fa1_1uses rain:fedirrigation
(so it could be a proxy for level land).
produclO/The dtngerlofeSeed purcBat_Itionwa xp r d _md eje¢ ed zplaining all variation in cornp_inm.rilybecause seed represented
only bought (perhaps, hybrid) seeds and probably proxied for improved
practices.
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N* - Cost o£ hired labor
B = cost of equipment rentals
T = distance from the poblacion, in terms'of c_muting time
• (1 if corn farm i,s ___'eater than or one_hnlf
B " )hectare " equal to
[1 1_ the farm is rain/ed irrigated contrasted
)uplar_lcorn planting) (as with
D1 "I0 otherwise
[
Table 3
. I_I/_,_D FR_I_ PER _CT;_. FOR o3re4
Mean Coefficient T-Statistic
I_ VARIAB/._: •
LN (_mntitT/Hectare 5.914
VARIABLES:
Intercept 6.695
LN S__ ./He=tare (S/L) • 1.462 0.096 1.893 +
I_ Hi Labor/Hectare (N*/L) 2.014 -0,112 -2.471"
Irrigation*124(Fauipment 0.081 0.567 2.028*
Timepob 0.528 - 0,249 .-i.983"
Bigf_ 0.76.5 -0.77'7 -3.662**
R-squared ]8, C3%
F-value S. 72
N 150
**
,Signifkant at I% t_w-tail_i.
Significant at 5_ tgg-taJled.
Significantat 10% two-tailedtest.
The most salz_,. £eatur_ of the corn esti,_atesis the conspicuous
insmlsitivit-/of pr_luctionper hectare to most other input:_.This is
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highlighted by the fact that _.he implJ.._! coefficient for land L
i_ virtually _ne, _L = 1.016. It _uld see_ then that the cultivation
of corn in the study area is thz_.tof a subsistence crop using v_ry
uniform practices that do llotrespond to incT:easesin inputs other than
land. As a result, corn production also proved insensitive to all of
the project components -- except for a negative response to rairded
irrigation mediated through equii_aentexpenses. Distance fr@n th_
poblacion proved to have a negative i_pact (implying that access
through roads may have a positive effect). However, this is surprising
in the presence of the pronounced unresponsiveness of production to _e
other inputs _ project components. We may be capturing the effect _f
hilly terrain and marginal land which tend to be farther away from the
poblacion. Still, this is a tentative result that should be investigated
further and should be considered in further project develoI_nent.
The implied impact of the CIADP project on corn productivity (pe_
hectare) can be derived using equation (6). and is given in Table 4. %he
inputs which enter into the production function in peso:_ are mostly
imported from outside the study area, except for hired, labor. It is
therefore reasonable to tentatively maintain that prices of these
inputs are constant over the cross-section and we are observing changes
in ir_t voltmes. The same belief is held in the case of hired labor.
Table 4 shows positive elasticities with respect to (rainfed) irriga-
tion and roads (access). However, it should be noted that none of the
corn farms were irrigated by mechanical means, the project component,
and distance may proxy for marginal falms. The predictive value of the
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Table 4
IMPLIED EIASTICITIES OF CORN PRODUCTION
WI_ RESPECT TO PR(I]_CT
C_S*
Effects
_nent Direct _ _ndirect Ne_ r=:
Irrigation ** 0.392 0,392
Extension ** ** **
Roads +0.Z49 ** +0.249
Electrification ** ** **
h-h_aluatedat the means.
No measured efge_:t.
estimated function is not very high. However, this may just mean
that random and otherfactors (like natural soil fertility) are the
major determinants of corn yield. At any rate, our initial estimates
show that corn harvests are not very responsive to variables that
proxy for project components,II--/The possible implications of this
is discussed in a later section.
Rice
The estimates for the production function for rice production
tell a more interesting story. In the first place, the predictive
ll/cross-section car_et capture technological changes liks
change in crop to which f#Xms are devoted, which may well be the
main impact of the Agricultural Productivity Center of CIADP.
_5
power of the function is _ch higher. The R-squared is 47%. But
perhaps, more im_po_t_n:t_t_ estJ]natesreveal the maImm_ in which
CIADP may be expectc_ to have its impact on farm activities. The
results are shown in Table 5 and the implied production function
is given below,
Table 5
_STIMATED PRODUCTION PER H£_ARE FGR RICE
Mean Coefficient T-Statistic
DFP_DENT VARIABLE:
LN Quantity Hectare 6.960
INDF2END_T VARIABLES:
LN Fertilizers/Ha. 2.207 0.086 3.650**
LN Pquipment/Ha. I.694 0.067 2.927**
LN Hi L/Ha. 3.522 0.066 3.176"*
LN HR L/Ha. 0.538 0,169 2,667**
LN Seed/Ha. 2.346 0.051 2.271"
Irrigation 0.052 0.698 I.840+
Irrigation* LN Hi L 0.199 -0.174 -2.187"
Tech. Ext.* Hectares 0.056 -0.559 -5.855**
Timepob 0.492 -0.176 -2.230*
Intercept 6.554
R-squared 47.04%
F-value 21.81
N 250
Significant at 1%, two-tailed test.
Significant at 5%, two-tailed test.
+Significant at I0%, two-tailed test.
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6o354 + 0.698DI x L0"._61 - 0"-_9i_rx N0_I§9QuantitYKice : e
F0. 086 E0. 067 S0.,5_ ,l,-_d._x N*0"066 - 0"174DI x X x"
_ - farm area in hectares
N = household labor ia man-_easons
N* = hired labor in pesos
F = cost of fertilizers
E = cost of equipment rentals and expenses
S = cost of purchased se_s
T = travel time to the _)blacion
D I = dummy variable for i_rigated fa_s (f_el driven pumps) .
f
= dummy variable for p_esence of an agricultural extension
worker
The estimates indicate substar_tal impact that nmy be expected from
the Cagayan Integrated Agricul_ral Development Project. The
irrigationand roeds components _itive!y influence overall produc-
tion efficiency. However, irrigation "andagricultura_ extension
tend to lower the marginal productivities of hired labor and land
respectively. These effects are mm).yzed in the foll6wlng sections,
The implications of our resul%$ o;_the economic c_ncern of
ESiA/WID may be traced.
i. Technical efficiency.
The proxy for irrigation bad a signi_w_nt effect _ overa_l
i
technical efficie_cy whilo that for agricul_p_l ._xtensio_turned
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out to be insigrLifi-carrlz.This is disappoi_._tingbecause CIADP is
supposed to bring about better practices a,swell as induce the use
of better _puts_ However, _c.his may ___ot be an _,_(-cur_te reflection
of the extension ccmponant o:fCIADP. At the time, t.hesurvey was
made_ the A_Ticultural Productivity C_t.cr had nut been .inoperation
and the project's extension workers had not rea2:!ybeen in place for
a long time. In other words, the effects of ext?_..ionwork are not
yet observable. A more accurate mea_urement of this component's
effects may be done after a lo_er period Ireselapse4,and should
include the effects of the shift towards crops better suited to the
Soil and climate co:_litionsof the -area.-I_2/
2. Production and proch_ctivity.
The re_alts on the _mrgina! prc<'iuctivityof inputs are mixed.
Irrigation tends to decrease the margi_ml productivity of hired labor,
keeping the size of faro constant° However, t/itsshould be balanced
with the increase in over_ll technic&i _fficiency that r_sults from
irrigation. On balance, irrigation leads to ki_her production (see
Tables 6 and 7 later.)
The effect of technical extension on the marginal productivity
of land is negative -- and puzzling. It is possible that technical
extension at the moment is geared toward extensive land cultivation
!-2-/This is important, becmlse this is consistent, with our
observation ,on corn .production.
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and, the'refcre, may be capturing tt_e eff_t of decreasing nmrgina.1
land productivity.
_ileroads component enters in a negative way. It is repre-
sented by.the distance to the _blacion in terms of travel ti_e (we
assume travel time and transportaticm cost tc_be proportional). An
improvement of roads will therefore be cap,/red in the decre/se of
l
travel time. Our estimates indicate that _a.¢el time to the poblacion
]ms a negative effect on rice _roducticrn.,I_'/,The effect of greater.
access _%_uldtherefore be posStive. The neteffects of each project
component are traced __ing equation (6) an_1_e shown in Table 6. We
/
rmte that electrification ha& no direct i_ac: at the time of the
survey because irrigation pu_ps were still n_{ being run by electric-
it3r. No indirect impact wa_ captured eithei.
The net.effect of -tM implied "elastic_ies ')to the project
cc_ents on total production are shown _ T_ble 7.. This is an
application of equation (_]. _xere ,isa very slight in_rease in
tots/ production per crop m_ounting to 5% _ the production volume.
However, it should be r_r_mr_4 that with irrigation, farms could
now be planted at least twice _ )-earinstead of onoe 'ay_r. This
would mean that total production increase will be equal to one
production crop plus the m%rgJ_a! per crop incTease that we have
observed.
13/Our ,qualification on travel time in relation to corn produc-
tion should also be borne in _ind here. However, it is probably less
significant for rice because _ost rice farms are f_md on level land.
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Table 6
I]_IPL!_,DEI_T!CITIES OF RICE PROVJC_f!O!q
WIIH _PECf TO PIIO_Cq'CfAvIdO.NENTS
Effc_ts
Irrigation 0.698 -0.6s7 0,041
F_x_ension ** -0.189 -0.189
Roads+ 0,176 ** 0,176
}31ectrification _* _* **
No meas-aredinfluence.
Evaltmted at the mean of preductio_ (usi_glequation (6)).
+Evaluated at mean distar_e te poblacion°
Table 7
TOTALP OmCTZONA DiNc  */
F_f_ct.cn
Total P_oductior_L- / Farm incsmc_ r
IrrigatiQn ' 60.69 _ 66,76
F_tension -279.78 - 307/76
Roads_3/ 260,53 286,58
Electrification ** **
Net Effect 41.44 _ 45._8
-_-/Evalu_%tedat the mean of rice product_n,
l-/Inkilos,
2_in pesos.
3-/Evaluatedat metaldistance from the poblaci_n.
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,AssLm_ing _i_t _1t3. price_ a.re co_.stant and that _:'*:_ ,_t price is
equal to the Ns.%ionai.Food/_thority <upp.:>rtpri,,-_,_i}o£ £i.,i.0per kilo,
Table 7 _eport.sthe effect on i.1_::__e,p _ crop of the a"_.(_rage,/'ice
fa_1_, of the _:L_L_ :_..:.:,.,J_:ctco_r_,_. _%a.ln, _,,'e sh_ld oLsc:__,_e that
'¢_e number of crops pez year have increased.
3. F_rm demand for la_r.
The irrigation, extem_ion and road coml_onentsare expired to
increase the marginal productivitD_of inputs, especially labor. This.
occurs even if the project components do not directly increase the
estimated coefficient for these inputs. We use equation (5) as a
r_presentation of the f_li[;'sdemand for inputs ,giventhe assumption5
made. Equatioh (4) is then utilized to trance"the uitJ_mte _pact of
each project component on tilede_u_;_{for _s_,!yats.rne results are
shown funTables.8A, 8B _/ 8C,
Table 8A
_T EF_f OF IRRIC_TiON (TN7V/_F_d_4_S
DEbI_D FOR INPUTS
Eff_:t.
i_ug. Di,r_'ct !_dir_t Ne__
Land ** 0.1Z 0.12
Household labor ** !0o26 I0.26
Hire4 labor -257.$7 - 6,55 -264.1.2
Fertilizers ** S.22 5.22
E_ipment *_ 4,07 4.07
Se,,_s _* 3, t0 5.1.0
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table o£
NEI' £FL-!_CU'OF E,KTEhS,.ONON FARM'S
i)ELMAND FOR INl_[rS
Effect
Input Direc__t Indirect Net
Land -817.49 - 0. _6 -828.05
Household labor ** -47,28 - 47.28
Hired labor ** 30,22 3[].22
Fertilizers ** -Z4.06 24.06
Equipment ** -18.74 - 18.74
Seeds ** -14.27 14,27
Table 8C
NET EFFECT OF ROADS ON FARM'S
DEMANDFOR I_@U'I'S
Input Direct Indirect Net
Land ** O. 52 ,.52
Household labor ** 44.03 44_03
Hired labor ** -28,1_ -28.14
Fertilizers ** 22.40 22.40
5_Lipment ** 17.46 ]v. 4(
Seeds ** 13.29 13.29
No measured effect.
The effect on demand for household labor is unambiguous. 1_ere
will be an ir_rease in the demand for household labor. The ultimate
effect of this on fertility and otherdemographic magnitudes are
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interesting mad will be studied in a fuller model. 'Fnedemand for
hired labor is clouded by the negative interaction term between
irrigation and hired labor. As a result, irrigation leads to lower
dem_md for labor, However, this is a first-round &fect. Once
increased production is engaged in by most farms, t!_re will be an
increase in the demand for hired labor. We theref,:,_e, expect the
long-term effect on the demand for hired labor to _,:_epositive. The
sign shown in Table 9 is the short-term effect.
4. Energy use.
Energy use per se is not directly measured C_.the data, Instead
it is proxied,for by the cost of usi_ farm equipm_t.. The coefficient
estimated fo_ the variab!e indicates that the margi_l__pr°ductivity of
irrigation and agricultt_al extension where this wa_ not present before.
Unless there are drastic changes in the structure o_ pr!.ces,demand for
the use of farm machinery will increase and with it itheuse of energy,
For one, the use of energy will increase to the ext@nt f the increase
in the number of crops. Our results, are also giv_ in _ables 8A, 8B
{
and 8C, Except for extension, the effect of the integr_ :ed agri-
cultsral development project is to increase energy _se. This is
!
probably an underestimate of the increase because a'noni _igat_l
farm tends to use less farm machinery than irrigated farms.
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Table 9
DIRECTIONOFPROJECTEWECTSON
FAI_I Dh_D FOR INFOTS
i.
Irrigat_on Extension Roads E!ec£rification
land + - + **
Household labor + L + ,_
Hired labor - + **
Fertilizers , - + **
Equipment _ + **
Seeds . - + **
e_ J
No measured,effect.
IMPLICATIONS FOR ECON_[[C AREAS OF CONCERN
The foregoing analysi_ of the effects that may be expected
from the introduction of luhecomponents of the Cagayan integrated
Area Development Project, at least, from early estimates, $how that
the impact of the project may depend on the economic activity being
undertaken. It is, of course, too early to tell exactly by how much
the i_troduction of electrification component on as complete a
Coverage as CIADP's will influence the growth of ancill_ry industries
like light manufacturing and service industries Jn the p_oject ares.
_n the case of irrigation and agricultural extension, the_e is a very
conspicuous difference between the effect of CIADP on rice _nd on corn
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farms. Either because of the technolo[_ used by corn farmers or of
the quality of the resources they _Drk with (especially land], the
type of interventions that CIADP do noR seem to have an impact, at
least from the early measurements available. Perhaps unintentionally,
the major components of the project sem_ addressed towards rice farms
and the development Qf ancill_ry i.ndtu_riesto the agricultural sector
in the area. Of course, %here may be _ne features of the nature and
full-blown project -dmt will apply es_cially to marginal households
to whom corn farme_ seem to belong. ".._saspect of the early returns
from studying the impact of CIADP peints to the need to design
special features of integrated area projects that are meant to
influence the .marghal producers to ',_homthe project may potentially
provide the greate;t benefit, In t:necase of CIADP, evea as of now, .
an examination may be made to find out if it_.programs are responsive
to the needs of coz-nfarmers who seem to const!tute a substantial
portion of the farn,households in the area (Plea%e refer to T_lbleI),
These features may include research on whic_hc_)ps are opt:_l for the
areas being cultivat__ to corn at the moment _)r.if it.is__he h_,st,
finding ways to increise yields through c_mnges in fa_ practices.
The findings pe-_'tainingspecifically to rice farm_ se_ quite
s_raightforward, Basd on the resulting estSnazes, the prGject
components of CIADP will bring a%_t dmnges _n farm.practi..:esand
the _se farm inputs _,,_hichw_.llultimaze_vr_,a.d'toincrea,_odproduc-t
tion B,_..productivity. _is _Ii in turn lead 'o increased employment
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in the area. Ultimately, the project is expected to bring increased
inccmes to rice farmers in the area covered by the project and those
industries which are closely linked to rice farming.
The ultimate effect of project on work effort by the households
immediately affected by the project will d_pend on the householc::_'
differential valuation of higher income .a_1more leisure. Howe_,._r,
the final effect on employment is unambiguous as long as migrat_)n into
the area is allowed freely. If local house_:mldsdecide to sp_m! more
time in leisure as farm incomes rise, wages wJ.llrise. This will be an
incentive for outsiders to settle down in the valley. Thus, the long-
term prospects see_ to point toward more employment and/or greater
i_nigTation.
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:[H.  mAC£ONS0CIO-D 3(mAPHICd3N S
The other set of variables are those which may be -_adly
described as socio-demographic. These are
I, population growth
2..migration
3. health and nutrition
4, environment, and
5. participation
The project's impact on them will be analyz{,_within a hig_hly
simplified framework. Briefly described] the f-r&_mw_r_concep-
tualizes these concerns as being affected by (and affecting) two
major groups of variables: those that bel<_g to the production/
con_mTption model that we have analyzed in part II (the economic
model) ; and a group of relationships existing beside _le sphere
and determining such concepts as power, status, acceptance,
tradition and other related concerns. We call these interrela-
tionships the socio-d+x_ogrsphicst_crure. These t%D sets of
*/
variables jointly determine the second set of ESIA/WID concerns.-
These relationships are shown in the following diagram.
_Figure 5 ' •
<t* iy @
•-/As a first approximation, the feedbacks are deemed to be
rdatively weak and are ignored..
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The analysis assizes that production/consxm_tion and other economic
decisions of the farm unit are largely independent of the social
concerns and, therefore_ we can take the economic variables as
. largely exogenous in this section.
The_CIADP project is broadly envisioned as affecting the social
concerns in three ways:
(a) through household income of which farm income isa part.
(Farm income is directly affected by the project.)
(b) through changes in the variables that affect the soci0-
d_ographic structure like visible wealth holdings
(electrical appliances, etc.), demographic composition
and strategic placements (house beside new road, etc.).
(c) by directly requirlr_ changes in social arrangements, as
when irrigation,entails that farmers form an organization
to ensure cooperation in irrigation.
This is shown in the £cilow/ng diagram.
Figure 6
The first avenueis opened because material resources are
believed to substantially influence the ESIA/WID social concerns.
Parm income is a component of total household income. Any _roject
component, therefore, th_:t .increases income indirectly affects the
socialconcerns, Thi_. avenue has been modelled in the previous
section.
The second1_,thmay be an importantaspect of CIADP's _-,.pact
_n_h_popul_tion. However, this part of the probable range o!
influencehas not yet been well modelled in developmentlitera'are
and the socialsciences. In the succeedingpages, variablesd_t
have been mentionedas proxies for social standingand other s_nnc-
rural co1_iderationslike land or home ownershipand education,aave
been introducedeven if more specificdescriptionof the relatic_._hips
is not yet available.
]"heset of explanatoryvariablesused in this sectionon ESIA/
WID social concerns thereforemay be conceptuallydivided into the
*_hreesetsmentionedabove. However, in most cases,variablesmay be
plausiblyclassifiedto be part of severalsets simaltaneously,as when the
educationof the householdbead (husband)may belong to both the
economic (by its effect on farm produ¢'tivity)and the socio-demographic
profile (by adding sta_:us).The variablesfor project components
introducedcan, therefore,be adduced to at least two spheres:the
causalitygoing throughthe socio-demographics_ructurea_ the
project'sdirect effectson the social concerns. The variables
representingproject componentsare:
,V
(a) ELECTRIFIED _: 1 if the household is elec';rified
= "_,.otherwise
Co) IRRIGATED -_I if farm is irrigated by _r.,,erg)\
U._ingpumps
0 otherwise
(c) EXTENSION = i if an agricultm_l eXten_ior.)
worker visits the barangay
: 0 othendse
i
(d_ ])ISTANCE _ POBLACI_I = average time it .takes to get
.i
to poblacion
Strictlf spea_ing, It_ATgD and .EXTENSION pertain only to farm
households. However, tAey may ai_:ect the social concerns by increasing
/
p
the farm households pr,Jpensity tc, participate in organizations, for
/
e<m_le, compared to other households. Consequently, they are tested
an aI1 estimates for social areas of co_cern. The empirical results
are reported below.
_brbidiy
To test for nutrition and health, an indirect measure was used
because of the expense of gathering data on objective physical measure-
ments like weight and height. Costs of past surveys of this type were
very prohibitive. Recall and measurement problems also rendered the
data on type of food consumed temporarily unusable. Insteml, the
probability of be_ig sick in the past 3 months was used as _ proxy
_0.,
for the absence of good health. The regressions re_'ealedthe.
foilowir,_factors to be good e_lanatory variable_-:family income,
urban .location,education, age and provincial loc_tion. The coef-
ficient estimates are shown in/:able i0.
The overall predictive p_wer of the equation is lo%,although
_:_e variables were signific8_:fly different from zero. The coef-
ficients for per capita incc_,_,urban and education were ,.surprising,
They are positive where nega;ive relationships are expected, This
may be due to the response b:,as ported in similar studies, As
household incomes increases the family's perqept_n of being sick
changes so that they tend _ leport more cases of sickness rather than
less, This is corroborats_ by the positive coefficients for both
urban location and educatiDn of the housewife wher_ negative signs
are expected due to impro%mnent in health practices. The estimates
for age _re used to control for susceptibility to sickness due to a
person's age and are consi.,tentwith similar findings showing that
the middle years have the lowest rate of morbidity. The controls for
project components did not significantly affect the _orbidity rate.
Fertility
The use of contraceptives was used as ml indi_,:ator of fertility
_nge because of t_e proximi_-vof the project initi_.1.giqnto the
survey date. The regression wa_ run for married _._,_nenbetween 15 _and
_9 years old, Table ii lists the est_ated coeffifen_:._.The
¢i,
•Table 10
PROBABILITY OF HOUSI_OLD MEMBER BE._.NGSICK
IN THE PAST I_=_E MONTHS
Mean Co_ff;cie-t T-_,t-ntis,.i_
DP2ENDENT VARVABLE:
Probability of being
sick 0.25824
IND_I_DI_T VARIABLES:
Ff/_mnily :i;ize 51i.70 0 '_}CCI. 6,42
Water 0.52 -t 00332 - 0.36
Toilet 0.91 - _.00825 - -0.55
Urban • 0.14 0.02658 i.98
_U)W> i0 years 0.08 0.05740 2.02
EI_ > 14 years 0.02 -0,05056 - 0.82
Age _ 4 years 0.16 0.04788 3.52
i0 >,Age > 4 0.2C 0.02946 2,30
35 _ A_e > 25 0.I; 0.04705 3.07
49 >.Age > 35 0.i5 0.01330 0.92
Age > 49 0.(9 0.02173 1.30
Province: Cagayan 0.'5 0.13202 12.35
INTERCEI_ 0,13322
R-square,_: 5:0%
F-value; 20.08
N: 3,9a?
Sick : i if household member was sick
= 0 otherwise
Water = I i:_water i_ piped in
= C,otherwise
Toilet -- 1 if toilet is sealed
= 0 otherwise
Urban = I if location is _,_ban
= 0 othe, ise
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Table II
PROBABILITY OF CONTRACEPTIVE USE
Mean Coefficient T-Statistic
DEPENDENT VARIABLE
Contraceptive Use 0.16410
INDEP_,DENT VARIABLES
Wiles Age 34.77 -0.00399 -2.51
No.oof Living Children 4,49 0.00843 I.61
Education of Wife 6.72 0.00788 I.96
Wife's Expected Wage 35.77 0.00001 0.06
Family Income [Less 4378.23 -0.00000 -i.IZ
wife' S wages)
I_, .0.21614
R-squared: I.35%
F-value: 2.66
N; : 974
education of the wife and the number of living children are signif-
icantly positive factors for the practice of contraception. The age
of the wife is negaZively related to contraceptive tLSehowever, this
may be because younger _ves tend to be better educated. Wife's
expected wage and f_dly income had m_expec_ed sign_:but the>-were
insignificant.
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MIGRATION
Two measures for migration were.used: first, whether th_
£omily had mi_ated in the past or not; and isecond,whether the
household head thought there was a possibil_ of migrating in.the
future or not. Aside frcm the pro_ect variables, among the _xplan_
atory factors used were:
(1) husband's wage
(2) household income per per:_n
(3) quality of house constr_ction (good quality --i,
0 otherwise)
(4) type of land tenure (_rcmtenants = 0 to landowners =
6),and.
(S) urban location
The results for past mig_tion behaviour [_ble 12) are not
very _couraging if viewed as a possible explan_ion fo_- propensity
to migrate. The dummy for house quality and husband's wage are
positive contrary to wha.twe would expect. If, however, viewed as
the end result of past migration activity then the results are quite
reasc_able. F_sband's wa_e and house constriction are pull factors
which have been realized, being short-term adjustment variables.
Land ownership takes years to attain and is therefore not readily
accessible to recent m_gr_nts. This is also consistent with findings
which state that most r_ent migrants start as tenants in the places
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Table 12
PAST MIGRATION ACTIVITY
Mean Coefficient T-S_tistic
DEPHNDBNT VARIABLE:
Past Migrant 0.46872
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES:
mectrified 0.16821 -0,10567 "Z.36
Irrigated 0,02359 0.15105 i._z
Technical extension 0.19179 -0o07058 -I.73
Distance from poblacion 0.44815 -0,01750 -I.30
Income per person 802.43 -0.00001 -i,87
Husband's wage 1461.09 0,00001 I.52
Sturdy house dummy 0,24308 0.06425 I.68
Land tenure 1.48615 -0.02966 -2.75
R-squared: 2.27% 0.52880
F-value: 3.59
N: 974
of destination. New migrants tend to locate where electricity and
technical extension are absent.
Table 13 reports the results of the regression expla_ling
future migration, Only income per person turns out to be significant,
The positive coefficient of income would indicate that it places the
household in a situation where it can now bear the costs of migration.
The project variables are insignificant.
4S
_.able13
POSSIBILITY OF MIGRATIC_
Mean Coefficient T-Statistic
D_PENDENT V_
Possibili%_ of migration 0.03590
INI_ENT VARIABLES:
Electrified 0.16821 -0.00036 -0.02
Irrigated 0.02359 -0.01068 -0.27
Distance fron poblacion 0.44815 -0.00561 -I.12
Technical extension 0.19179 -0.00759 -0.50
Urban 0.24410 0.01640 i.12
Income per person 802.43 O. 00001 3.19
INTERCEPT .0.03014
R-squared: i.42%
F-value: 2.33
N: 974
The very low predictive power of these two regressions tend
to cloud the conclusions that have been tentatively reached. A
fuller model may very well modify the findings.
Participation
Participation was conceptualized in two ways: one, as the
readiness to contribute to social andpolitical exercises in the
barangay; and two, participation _ the economic activiti%s. For
the _/sband, economic participation is treated as part of the
economic model analyzed in section If. The wife's economic
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participation is analyzed here in order to highlight the impact of
CIADP on women's participation,
The estimating equation explaining the husband's organiza-
tional participation uses the same explanatory factors used _nthe
other social concerns. Essentially, we use variables representing
econc_%icresources under a household's control and other socio-
demographic characteristics that are indicatozsfor status and power
within the c_mranity (several alternatives were utilized). The
results are shown in Table 14,
Table 14
HUSBAND'S Nfl_4BERSHIPIN ORGANIZATIQNS
Mean Coeffi(_ent T-Statistic
DEPENDENT VARIABLE:
No. of memberships 0.50667
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES:
Electrified 0,16821 0,15383 2.38
Irrigated 0.02359 0,00744 0.05
Technical extension 0.19179 -0.23562 -5.95
Distance to poblacion 0.44815 -0.01413 -0.71907
Household incame 4,378.23 -0.0_00g -0.2S
I-itsband's wage 1,461.09 O.00001 1.35
Land tem_re 1.49 0.0255_ 1.62
INTERCEPT 0.4784_
R-squared: 2.52%
F-value: 3.57
N: 974
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Land ownership and husb_id's _"a_epositively influence partici-
patio% _ organizations although the latte_ is not sratisticall¥
significant. Of.the project components, electri_icati_ _creases
the husband's political participation while teclmical extension
decreases it.
The wife's participation in organizatitr_ showe_ more or less
the same kind of results (Table 15). The varimles pzoxying for
higher status -- family income, _e, wife's cd_caticm-- show a positive
influence on political participation. Among _ _roject c_ponerrts,
distance to poBlacion increases participate1 w_le irrigation
decreases j2. The latter probably entaiz_more _ann time fo_ the
housewife.
other aspect of female p_Icipation is "withregard to
ec_mmic activity. The significa_ explanatory variables turned out
be the expected ones. (Table ]_" Project variables _re not signif-
I
ican_. As expected, the wife's_xpected wage had a positive effect
on her probability of working. }k_sband'swage could represent for
education and would indicate g_eater w_ingness to alJow the wife
to work. Other income has the expectec negative sign _if leisure is
a normal good) but it is not significant. Among all regressions for
_IA/WID concerns this has thehighest predictive power. It
_s 8igni_kant that this equStion isclosely related to the economic
model in _ection If.
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Table I5
WIFE'S MEMBERSHIP IN ORGANIZATICNS
Mean Coefficient T-Statistic
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: .,
M_mber O.29128
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES:
Electrified 0.1%8Zl -0.00682 -0.16
Irrigated ' 0;02_59 -0,24827 -2.62
Technical _xtension _.191_9 -0.04190 -i.16
Distance tO poblacion O.4481_ 0.02648 2.21
Family ine_me 4,378.23 0.00000 S.01
Age of w_e 34.77 0.00472 2,87
Wife's a_cation 6.72 0.02281 5.07
Urban 0.24410 40.19329 -5.30
R-squ_red: 6.57%
F-value: 8.48
N: 974
Table 16
FEMALE lABOR PARTICIPATION
Mean Coefficient T-Statisti__c
DEPENDENT VARIABLE:
Wife's probability of 0.072
workin_
Ilg_ENDENTVARIABLES:
Wi_'s expected ware 218.42 0,00024 8-_
Husband's wage 137.37 -_.00028 9.9_
Or.heri-_r.ame 2,_o.oo -0.ooooo -_..l_
I_ -_ ._1863
R-squared: 16.06%
F-value: 76.26
N: 1199
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O_ Imtegration
The effect of integration on the i_pac% of CIADP was naiv_y
tested by introducing binary variables for cases where two or more
components were present in the productio_ function estimates. In
all cases, for both cor_ and rice, these 'integration duchies" were
insignificant. However, this should n_ be taken as proof that
integration does not work. The resulM _e probably due to the
inadequate modelling of the way that _ratien works_ _t m%v
perhaps be done now is an intensive _se study of an integrated
project*--/i_ order to come up with _e lyrOCeSsby which this factor
• /. .
works. This will be of use in thei_est_ and monitoring as well
as the plannln_ of future integra_d proIects and plans.
ff
_vei_ :_]_e constraints of the ESI_A/
*-/This_ms not poslible__s is potentially huge.WID project because thi case
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IV. POLICY AND RESEARG_ IMPLICATIONS
The Cagayan I,LtegTatedAgricultural _velopment Project
several components whose operations were centrally directed, this
led to the eXpectation that the effectivity of the project components
would be magnified in toto or through the ir£ividual effects of the
projects. The one unexpected result that may be mentioned with the
benefit of hindsight was that CIADP was conceived as an agricullural
development project and the different interrelationships in the
economic sphere were incorporated in the desi_ The project's h_pact
on the socio-demographic concerns of ESIA/WID w_e, however, nora
conscious part of the plan. It is therefore conceivable that in _e
socio-demographic sphere (Figures 6 and 6) the impact of the different
projects will all get confounded and the net effect of each compc_t
'%
may be visible only with very precise controls for t%ese interactioz_.
Without these, the ultimate impact of theproject on the socio-d_no-'
graphic components may be washed out.
The foregoing concerns may in fact be what is be_ observed
in this impact analysis of the CIADP project on the ESIA/WID areas of
concern. The project seems to have very strong positive effect on
productivity, production, income, labor and energy _se. These are
also expected to strongly affect the distribution Q_ income within
the project area. Thus, in s_ far as the economic azeas of concern,
CIADP has very perceptible effects -- at least as a first round
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approximation. Where the social variables are concerned,however,
the projeafs effects seem to get dissipated. There are t_v
possible causes for this: first, this may ]_.ve ensu-rc<l becmlse the
project was not expressly plmmtxt to j_fluence these object:ives
(as far as the operating components of the project at the ti_ae of-
the survey are concerned); second, tile project's components may
not yet have had the time to _,_.rk out its effc_ts in the social
variables. As conceptualized, these concerns a:z'e in tile nature of
second-round eff_._cts wh.i__.-htake place because o.V_developments in the
production -- co_u_tJ, orl _here., A:t the time of the survey, not
all the components were comp]..ete!):_ ,_place, for one., For another,
the time needed for all the effect_ to get w_rkcd out may ]::cquite
lo_g.
The full evaluation of the project's effects will require the
use of fuller models and the data is still continlmlly being cleared.
With the first-round effects already visible, there is no doubt that
more effects will be uncovered _,_:._the estimates become._,_c:r¢-precise.
There is also no doubt that evallmtive su_weys do-heat a later period
will show more impact thar_ Ires been seep, up to now. hhat can. perhaps
be suggested here is that .futureproject plans explicitly include the
modelling of the socio-demographic areas of concern so that more
precise methods of intervention cml be designed and the traditional
developm.ent,prejects be modified.
_2'
AppendixTable I
CORN PROIUCTIONAS A FUNCTIONOF SEED PURCHASED
Mean Coefficient T-Statistic
VARZABLE:
LN Quantity 5.971,
_ENT V_
LN Seed i.504 0.114 2.Z94
Intercept 5.800
R-squared: 3.92%
F-value: 5.2_
N: l_O
2_pendix Table 2
RICE PR_.I_ AS A YI_IC_N OF SEED PURf_IASED
Mean Coefficient T-Sta_
VAR_LE:
LN Quantity 7.300
IhDIS°Iga]ENT.VA_ABLE:
1.2CSeed 2.536 • 0.093 3._13
Intercept - 7.063
R-s_red S.59%
P-v_lue 13.OS
N 230
Appendix Ta_e 3
IMPLIN)_INAL PRODUCTMT_F_/ IN CORNPR01X_TI(_
"i
_e£ficients Marginal Productivit7
Ir_,;_--.:" Q/X l)ire_t Indirect Without With Project
L
Land 370.2 1.016 _* _76.1 376,1
Seed 87.4 0.096 _* 8.4 8.4
Hired .'abor 48.8 -0.112 _ - 5.5 - L 5
Fcait_nent 134.8 *_ +0.567 _ + 49.5
I ,
Note: 1--/In Mlos o£ corn Narvested.
Evaluated at the means o£ _ variables.
No estimated measure.
Appendix Table 4
INDIRECTEFFECTSOF PN£D'Ecr CGb_)NENTS(_ INPUTD_N___/
• INPUT
Component Land Household Labor Hired Labor Fertilizes EquiDuent Seeds
Irrigation 0.12 10.25 - 6.55 5.2_: : 4.07 3.10
Extension -0.56 -47.28 30.22 -24.0(_ -18.74 -14.27
Roads O. 52 44.03 -28.14 2Z.40 17.46 13.29
Electrification _* _ ** _ *_ **
9Whole Project 0.08 7.01 - 4,47 3.56 2.79 _,_2
• Appendix Tsble S
__c'r. _ Pmmcr_.,_-m oNi_,r D_'_I
_, .__ .... i_PuT ____
Compcnent L_r_ Hc;asehold _r WIr_ Lahoi _ Fertilizers 5quipment Seeds
I_'ci_aton_. ** ** -2 r_'_._,, 57 _* _*
r
Fz<_ension -827.49 ** _" *_ *_ _ i
El_ztrificat_P __ _ *_ *_ _ _*
_Cc._.sured by q_lk of Eq_ation (a) (we. have di:/xded by P""_,' 'k"_"
_..T_measure,4, effect,
¢h
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Affix Table 6
ESTIMATED PRO_CTION FONCTIOW FOR OOP_N
(All VaTiabies) "
Coeffic._ent. T-Statistic
DEPSNDEk_ V_I ABLE:
LN Quantity 5,_"7717
iNI_ENDE_ VARIABLES:
LN LAND _.156 0.269.. 2.011_• r
124H_3.ISI_IOLDLABOR CHHL) 0,266 0.090 0.355
LN SEED 0. SSS Q. 197-, 2.348* -
LN Fertilizers I.512 0.076 1.441
LN Farm Equipment I.129 -0.023 -0.352
IM Hired Labor (HiL) 1.936 -0.038 -0.652
D3 0.097 0.118 O.216
DE 0.142 0.194 0.444
D3* LN IAND 0.001 -0.560 -0.580¢
D2m LN _qL 0.058 -0.355 -0.445
D3* LN SEED 0.048 0.020 0.062
Ds_LN Fertilizers 0.020 -0.199 -0.277
D3* LN Farm Equipment 0.123 0.027 0,117
D3* LN HiL 0. 227 0.024 0.135
D2* iN LAND 0.005 -0.734 -1.409
D._ iN F_4L 0,018 -0.848 -0.630
D2* ]/_SEED 0.109 -0.162 -0.624
D2* LN Fertilizers 0.070 -0.040 -0.192
D2* LN Farm EquilmerLt 0.037 0.208 0.685
D2'_LN HiL 0.Z93 0,163 0.774
TIME 0.112 0.55_ i.376
App_r_lix"fable6
(Contim!ed)
D2: Dummy variable -- I if agricultural extension workers i.s
present
0 otherwise
D3: Dummy variable -- 1 if irrigation is gravity or diesel/
electric
0 othe_ise
R-squared : 17.11%
F-value : I.!0
*_Significant at the 1% two-tailed test.
e
Significant at the 5% two-tai i test.
SigT/ficant at the10% _,o-ta_. : test.
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A_pendix Table 7
ESTtMA°I_A3PRODUCTION FuNcrIoN FOR RICE FARMS
(All Variables included)
Moan Coefficient T-Statistic
DEPENDENT VARIABLE:
(TJAN'n 7,46
INDEPENDEgr VARIABLES:
LN LAND 0.364 0.885 10,51"*
LN Household Labor (}_qL) 0.367 0.122 1.01
LN SEED 1.850 0.002 0.06
LN Fertilizers 3.136. 0oii0 3.57**
LN _T 2.539 0.011 0.40
LN Hired Labor (HiL) 3.864 0.036 I.50
D! 0.254 0.122 0.30
D2 0.195 -0.055 - 0.20
DI* LN LAND 0.08! -0.362 - 2.24*
D2* LN F_L 0.070 0.I13 0.36
DI* LN SEED 0.956 0.105 I,59
DI* LN Fertilizers 1.328 -0.056 0.63
Dl* LN Equil_ent I.107 0.144 Z.49*
DI_ LN HiL 1.272 0.073 - I.II
D2* LN LAND 0.001 -0.430 - 2.46*
DI* LN HHL 0.068 0.145 0._3
D2* LN SEED 0.364 0,002 0.05
D2* LN Fertilizers 0.644 0.009 0.12
D2* LN F_u..i_mlent 0.418 0,010 0.18
D2* LN HiL 0.813 0.037 0.57
TIME 0.096 -0.15Z - 0.59
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AppendLn Table 7
(Continued)
D-: Dummy variab!_ -- 1 if irrigation is by diesel/electric
p_mp
0 otherwise
D2: Dummy variable = I if extension worker is present
0 otherwise
F-squared: 57.44%
F-value: 15.43
Sigmficant at the 1% two-tailed test.
e_'i¢&nt at the 5% two-tailed test.
_o_ificant at tile10% tL_)-tailedtest.
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